Multiple target information fusion matching algorithm based on a line laser and a single plane array camera.
In the testing process of the dynamic multitarget parameter of a weapon range, multiple targets often occur in the same plane simultaneously, so that the existing optical testing methods cannot recognize and match the spatial positions of all the targets. To address this problem, we propose a new optical testing method that combines a line laser with a plane array camera, establishing a multiparameter calculation model using the intersection of the imaging optical axis of a plane array camera and the two line-laser detection screens. Based on the established multiparameter model, the recognition model based on time-space information constraint relationship between the line laser and plane array camera is developed, and it provides a constraint condition discriminant function. We also introduce the recognition and matching method based on fuzzy information fusion, analyze the matching mechanism of correlation parameters of the data fusion algorithm, and provide the solution method of key parameters. On the basis of the inherent parameters of the proposed testing method, the multitarget images at different velocities are collected, and the test data under the contrast experimental conditions is obtained. The results show that the proposed testing method can effectively solve the matching problem when multitargets appear at the same time causing occlusion and overlapping. The test error meets the measurement requirements.